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Introduction
One of the most common traffic accident types in the world is the rear-end collision [1] which accounts for close to a third of all accidents. While many of these can be prevented with Forward Collision Warning (FCW) or Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB) [2] [3] [4] , many others require evasive steering [5] . However, development of such steering based autonomous or assist systems are made difficult by the fact that when changing the vehicle trajectory, threats need to be assessed along the potential evasive trajectories as well. Such evasive steering assist systems have been studied in the past [6] [7] [8] [9] but are limited in their functionality due to the limited threat assessment accuracy and the underlying system safety challenges. Till date, only a few such assistance systems have been announced by any major OEMs to go on the market [10, 11] . It is clear that unknown threats in the vehicle's evasive trajectory are still a hindrance to the development of such evasive steering functions. One common and primary threat is the oncoming vehicle. Reliable detection of such threats in advance can be challenging since there might not be a clear line of sight to said threat. While technologies like Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication may help early detection of such threats in the future, it is assumed here that they are detected once the host vehicle clears the obstacle and enters the adjacent lane. In this work, we assume that the driver takes the decision to continue the evasive manoeuvre by passing the obstacle. The controller here aims to solve the complex vehicle dynamics control problem in order to mitigate the collision risk with the oncoming vehicle, directly after it is seen by the sensors on board.
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The issue of dealing with oncoming vehicles has been investigated in the past but in the context of overtaking a moving vehicle [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, they mainly focus on decision making, i.e., whether to warn the driver or terminate the manoeuvre, etc. whereas in our use case, we are primarily interested in performing on-line vehicle dynamic control given that the driver has already initiated the manoeuvre. Furthermore, they deal with dynamics that are in the linear range of the tyre characteristics, whereas in our use case, almost all manoeuvres involve significant non-linear tyre and vehicle dynamics. Lastly, they deal with oncoming vehicles in the context of overtaking whereas in our use case, the context is evasive manoeuvres. In summary, the task of controlling the vehicle motion during emergency steering manoeuvres, particularly with regard to vehicle speed, to mitigate collisions with oncoming vehicles has not been dealt with in the past. The present work in this paper aims to address this issue.
In this work, we find through analytical study, open-loop optimizations and experimental tests, that appropriate control of speed through this manoeuvre can reduce the risk of collision with the oncoming vehicle. However, traditional active safety systems (electronic stability control, roll mitigation, etc.) always reduce speed as a side effect which, in some cases of this accident scenario, can be less than optimal for reducing collision risk with an oncoming vehicle. Our proposed solution to this is an integrated controller that performs both longitudinal acceleration and yaw stability control to better balance the oncoming vehicle collision risk against loss of control.
The accident scenario considered here is illustrated in Figure 1 . The distance margin d here, is defined as the distance between the host and the oncoming vehicle at the end of the manoeuvre. This metric is used in the following as a measure of the collision risk with the oncoming vehicle and is used to evaluate the performance of the controller. The end of the manoeuvre is defined as the time instant when the host vehicle has fully returned to the original lane after passing the obstacle.
Manoeuvre Analysis using a Point Mass Model
To understand how the vehicle needs to be controlled in this scenario, the dynamics of the manoeuvre first needs to be understood. For this purpose, the manoeuvre is first analysed using a point mass model. The point mass model is chosen so as to keep things simple which enables the analysis to be performed analytically. Next, the same model is used in an optimal control framework to verify the results obtained in the analytical analysis. The choice of point mass model here allows a large number of simulations to be run quickly that span a wide range of the parameter space. Lastly, experiments are conducted using a Volvo XC90 test vehicle to validate the results from the point mass analyses. No controller is implemented for these tests. Instead, the driver controls the vehicle manually through the manoeuvre using different strategies informed by the point mass analysis results.
The Influence of Speed on Distance Margin to the Oncoming Vehicle
For a preliminary understanding as to which parameters are likely to be most important for reducing distance margin, a simple analytical analysis using a point mass model was done. A simplified path was assumed for the point mass model as shown in Figure 2 . Here, the vehicle is assumed to travel with a constant global X velocity v 0 and is assumed to be able to reach peak global Y acceleration instantaneously. Small course angles are assumed and the sections 1, 2 and 4, 5 are assumed to be symmetric. Since the sections 1 and 2 are symmetric, the lateral displacement at the end of section 1 will be Y tgt /2. Assuming a global Y acceleration of µg, the time to complete section 1 can be given by:
Since sections 1, 2, 4 and 5 are symmetric and the time for the straight section is simply l obs /v 0 , the time required for the vehicle to complete the entire manoeuvre is given by:
The distance travelled by the host and oncoming vehicles (also called the bullet vehicle since it is the major threat of concern in this work) over the course of the manoeuvre is therefore (assuming constant longitudinal speeds):
This metric is directly related to the distance margin (d) as d = d 0 − d tr where, d 0 is the initial distance between the host and the bullet vehicles which is constant for a given scenario.
Since the lateral dynamics in this manoeuvre is controlled by the driver and is otherwise constrained by the need to avoid the obstacle and return to the original lane, opportunities to further tune the same for an improvement in the distance margin are likely to be limited. The longitudinal dynamics on the other hand is free from any requirements and could potentially be a route through which distance margin improvements could be achieved. Hence, the longitudinal speed was chosen as a variable of interest for an intervention.
Taking the derivative of expression Equation (3) with respect to speed shows how the importance of speed through this manoeuvre varies with different parameters.
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Optimal Control Analysis Supports the Analytical Result
In order to verify the analytical result from Equation (4), a large number of simulations are run using a point mass model in an optimal control framework 1 . The manoevre parameters are varied across a wide range to investigate different variations of the manoeuvre (see Table 1 ) and the constraints on the longitudinal force are varied to investigate the effects of longitudinal force in this scenario. The distance margin d, is taken as the objective function to be maximised and the global forces as the control inputs to be optimised. Constraints are added to limit the forces to within the friction circle and for the path to avoid the obstacle and return to the original lane. The optimal control problem is presented as a maximisation of the objective function as follows:
Objective function:
subj. to:
The path constraints for the point mass in order to avoid the obstacle are defined as follows:
The time instants when the point mass passes the rear and front edges of the obstacle are defined as t 1 and t 2 respectively. The width of the obstacle is defined to be (Y tgt − 0.5) and the point mass is allowed a lateral position window of ±0.5 m around Y tgt as it passes the obstacle. This margin is chosen roughly based on a 3 m wide lane and a 2 m wide vehicle leaving a total margin of 1 m. The constraints on the path tangential force to investigate the effect of propulsion and braking are implemented as follows:
propulsion and braking
where F x is the longitudinal force in the vehicle reference frame and can be expressed as:
The parameters and the variations considered for this investigation are tabulated in Table 1 . The results from the optimal control simulations were then analysed and a regression analysis done on the distance margin improvement achievable with propulsion (acceleration) over braking (deceleration) versus various sets of parameters as identified from Equation (4). As can be seen from the regression analysis results in Figure 3 , the parameter with the highest correlation to increased benefit due to propulsion is (4 Y tgt /µg − l obs v b /v 2 0 ) (henceforth called the characteristic parameter ). Some of the reasons why the correlation factor is not higher include the fact that the analytical expression is based on a very simple model that assumes constant global X velocity. Another important effect that is not captured by the analytical model is that the optimal path shows apex hitting behaviour which becomes important when the first part of the expression becomes prominent (large lateral displacement or low friction).
As can be seen, with the simplified path (analytical model), the path can be distinctly split into three major parts where it is avoiding the obstacle (1), passing the obstacle (2) and returning to the original lane (3) . With the optimal path on the other hand, the point mass shows apex hitting behaviour and the path is a single cohesive profile and cannot be separated into distinct parts.
In the characteristic parameter, the role of l obs is immediately apparent. The longer the obstacle, the longer the host vehicle has to travel in the oncoming lane and therefore, the longer is the distance travelled by the two vehicles. Hence speeding up is beneficial in such cases in order to reduce the time spent in the oncoming lane. This effect can be seen in Figure 4a .
However, the role of the oncoming vehicle to host vehicle velocity ratio is less obvious. This is related to the time spent by the host vehicle performing the manoeuvre (see Equation (5)). When the bullet vehicle is travelling relatively fast, the distance it travels is relatively large compared to the host vehicle. As a result, it becomes more important for the host vehicle to reduce the duration of the manoeuvre as opposed to reduce the distance it travels. This effect can be seen in the right panel of Figure 4b where the host vehicle begins to accelerate (when propulsion is available) when the bullet vehicle is travelling relatively fast.
As can be seen from Figure 4 , there are cases in which increasing the speed of the vehicle is beneficial. It can be seen that when the bullet vehicle speed is relatively high, the optimal result favours an increase in speed and vice versa. A similar result is seen with respect to obstacle length as well wherein a longer obstacle results in a speed increase to be favoured. To measure the impact of propulsion in these scenarios, the same simulations were also done without the ability to apply positive longitudinal force (also seen in Figure 4 ) and the resulting distance margins compared. It was seen that distance margin increases of up to 2 m could be obtained just by controlling speed in these cases. Note that the cases with propulsion take longer distance to perform the manoeuvre despite which they achieve a larger distance margin.
Assuming a case of emergency avoidance for the obstacle and the oncoming vehicle, the lateral dynamics of the vehicle will already will be near on-limit. As a result, the opportunity for lateral control to improve distance margin in addition to assisting in avoidance and stability is small. However, given that speed plays such a significant role in distance margin and is otherwise unconstrained, integrated control around the theme of controlling vehicle speed could potentially yield large benefits.
Experimental Results Confirm the Influence of Speed
To validate the hypothesis regarding the correlation between speed and the distance margin, experiments were conducted with a Volvo XC90 test vehicle (see Figure 6 ). The test vehicle is equipped with state-of-the-art yaw and roll stability control systems. It has a gasoline-electric hybrid drivetrain with a primary internal combustion engine (ICE) driving the front axle, and a secondary electric motor driving the rear axle. The scenario specification for the experiments is shown in Table 2 . The schematic of the track layout paper_v2.9 for the two cases are shown in Figure 5 . The choice of these specific speeds and obstacle lengths is driven partly by the need to generate characteristic parameter values that are well apart to be able to clearly see the influence of speed. It is also partly influenced by practical limitations such as maximum allowed speed on the test track, friction due to poor weather, etc. The initial speed could not be lowered beyond 55 km/h since the speed drop due to the stability systems' intervention would result in too low speed at the end. The speed through the course of the manoeuvre was manually controlled by the driver. Different strategies to control speed were employed to investigate the effect of speed. In Scenario A, acceleration, constant speed and deceleration were the three strategies that were investigated. In Scenario B, throttle off and deceleration were the two strategies that were investigated. It was not possible to investigate the cases of "constant speed" and "acceleration" due to the manoeuvre already being close to the limit. The lateral control aspect of the vehicle (apart from driver steering) was left to the conventional stability control functions in the vehicle. Figures 7 and 8 show the results from the test runs, including various vehicle states during the manoeuvres. The path plots also show the location of the obstacle and also the paths of the virtual bullet vehicles travelling at constant speed. Note that the path and the velocity plots have the same colour coding as the distance margin plots.
From the distance margin plots of Scenario A (Figure 7 ), it can be seen that accelerating or maintaining speed improves distance margin consistently. Since the characteristic parameter is large in this scenario, this outcome supports the hypothesis. In the case of "constant speed", the speed was controlled with the help of cruise control and hence there is little spread in the resulting distance margins. However, in the case of "Accelerate", the drive torque was cut off by the yaw stability control and hence this resulted in deceleration in the beginning followed by hard acceleration halfway through the manoeuvre. Furthermore, due to the large response times of the engine, the acceleration levels and timings were relatively inconsistent. As a result, a large variation can be seen in the longitudinal acceleration and side slip plots and consequently there is also a large spread in the resulting distance margins for this case. For the "Decelerate" case, two variations of braking were performed: (a) brake hard but only just before the manoeuvre to simulate Collision Mitigation Braking and (b) brake continuously but softly throughout the manoeuvre. Both these interventions were difficult to carry out consistently and hence once again a large spread is seen in the longitudinal acceleration and side slip plots. Consequently a large spread is seen in the distance margin outcomes as well. However, it should be noted that despite the spread in outcomes, the trend is clear that decelerating is worse in this scenario.
The distance margin plots of Scenario B (Figure 8 ) show the opposite trends, i.e., braking through the manoeuvre increases the distance margin. Once again, performing the "Decelerate" intervention consistently was difficult and large variation in the longitudinal acceleration and side slip plots can be seen which result in a large spread in the distance margins as well.
Given that the characteristic parameter is small in this case, this outcome also supports the hypothesis. The velocity and the path plots show why lower speed is of benefit in this case. It can be seen in the path plots that when the speed is low (red), the vehicle is able to return to the original lane much more quickly after avoiding the obstacle. This is more important in this scenario than the duration, since the oncoming vehicle is travelling slowly in this case. In Scenario A on the other hand, even though accelerating increases the distance required to complete the manoeuvre, the reduced duration of the same is of larger benefit due to the fast moving oncoming vehicle.
In summary, experimental results support the hypothesis that increasing or maintaining speed in scenarios with large characteristic parameters and vice versa increase the distance margin.
Longitudinal Acceleration Control for Increased Distance Margin
Using the scheme developed and tested in Section 2.1, a closed loop longitudinal acceleration controller is built here for eventual use with a full vehicle model. In this section, the controller is formulated, implemented and tested with a point mass simulation model.
As part of the online closed loop controller, a scheme to predict the remaining manoeuvre path based on the current vehicle states is presented. This path prediction is based again on a point mass model and simplified dynamics. The goal of this step is to predict a path that the vehicle could potentially take through the manoeuvre and not to follow it. Using this path prediction scheme, an optimal velocity for the vehicle through the manoeuvre is determined in order to maximise the distance margin which in turn is used to determine the longitudinal force to be applied on the vehicle. This control scheme is then implemented in simulation with a point mass model and tested in the two scenarios defined in Table 2 . Point mass optimal control simulations are also performed for the same scenarios and the results compared to that from the closed loop controller.
Making a Path Prediction
Note that while a potential path is predicted in this section, there is no attempt to follow said path. It is simply a path that the vehicle could likely take and is used to estimate the distance margin which is in turn used to perform longitudinal acceleration control.
Since this is an emergency avoidance manoeuvre, the vehicle can be assumed to be operating close to the friction limit while performing the lane changes. The maximum lateral acceleration during the manoeuvre can then be given by a Y = µg. Note that if it is known that the vehicle will not be on limit, it is possible to adjust the constructed path by changing the µ to the expected utilised friction.
The path is constructed assuming that the vehicle achieves the target lateral displacement as soon as possible and returns to original lane as soon as it clears the obstacle (see Figure 9 ). Constant global X speed and small course angle changes are assumed.
The path is constructed in three sections: first the initial lane change section P 0 P 2 , next the straight section P 2 P 3 and finally the last lane change section P 3 P 5 . As far as possible,
P τ 2 P τ 1 Figure 9 Predicted nominal path construction for longitudinal acceleration control in the absence of any other requirements, the lane change sections are assumed to be symmetric in their lateral dynamics about their centre points, i.e., the lateral acceleration and lateral velocity profiles of section P 0 P 2 and P 3 P 5 are symmetric about the points P 1 and P 4 respectively. Note that this symmetry is enabled by the constant global X speed assumption.
As the vehicle travels through the manoeuvre however, and the path needs to be reconstructed, it is no longer possible to assume the path is symmetric. The path needs to be recomputed using different assumptions which are detailed below.
Given a starting position P 0 and a course angle ν 0 , the points P 1 and P 2 are first determined. The point P 1 is where the vehicle changes direction and starts turning right (a Y changes sign) and P 2 is when the vehicle has achieved the target lateral displacement and is travelling straight (zero lateral velocity). These conditions are expressed in Equations (13) to (16) and can be used to determine the points P 1 and P 2 .
where, v Y 0 = v 0 sin ν 0 , v X = v 0 (small angle and constant global longitudinal speed assumption) and v 0 is the current vehicle speed. The points P 4 and P 5 are determined using the same method using P 2 as the starting point. Next, the time instants, τ A1 and τ A2 are determined such that at τ A1 , the vehicle passes the trailing edge of the obstacle and at τ A2 , the path is a distance w/2 (half-track width) paper_v2.9
away from the edge of the obstacle laterally (Equations (17) and (18)).
Finally, the length of the straight section is determined such that when added between P 2 and P 3 , would result in the vehicle passing the leading edge of the obstacle at P τ 2 .
The expressions for the parameters so determined in order to construct the path are summarised in Table 3 . Table 3 . Path parameters
Note that the X position is simply determined as:
The path is continuously reconstructed over the course of the manoeuvre in order to account for the deviations in the actual path that invariably occur due to driver steering.
From Predicted Path to Longitudinal Force Demand
Once the path is predicted, it is then used to estimate the distance margin that will be achieved assuming the host vehicle follows the path at the current speed and the bullet vehicle also travels straight holding its current speed.
where, d 0 is the current distance between the host vehicle and the bullet vehicle and d h,X is the length of the predicted path along the X axis. The distance travelled by the two vehicles over the course of the manoeuvre is indicated as d tr . Both the host and the bullet vehicle are assumed to travel at constant speeds in this estimation. Note that the equation becomes undefined whenẊ approaches zero and represents the case when the host vehicle has stopped, possibly in the oncoming lane. However, since the distance margin becomes smaller whenẊ reduces and since the goal is to maximise the distance margin, the controller should prevent such a situation from ever arising. The assumption of constant host and bullet vehicle speeds are made partly to keep the controller computationally simple. Non-constant longitudinal speed for the host vehicle would mean the friction circle would have to be taken into account and the changing speed through the manoeuvre would mean it would no longer be possible to take advantage of symmetries in the planned path. The constant bullet vehicle speed assumption is also motivated by the fact that it is difficult to know how the bullet vehicle will react in advance. Instead, due to the simplicity of the current scheme, the objective function can be updated at each time step with the current measured bullet vehicle velocity. If needed however, the objective function can easily be extended to incorporate acceleration profiles for the bullet vehicle by modifying the last term of the d tr expression.
The distance margin, d here is the objective that we intend to maximise by controlling the host vehicle speed. Hence the derivative of d with respect to the host vehicle speed,Ẋ should give an indication whether we need to increase or decrease vehicle speed to reduce the risk of collision with the oncoming vehicle. Since d 0 is a constant here, the expression for the derivative can be simplified as follows:
A gradient descent search is then performed until the optimal speedẊ opt is found. The optimal speed is then used to determine the longitudinal force to be applied assuming that the optimal speed is achieved halfway through the manoeuvre.
This controller was first tested out in a point mass model and compared to the equivalent closed loop simulations. The lateral controller used in these closed loop simulations are taken from [17] . The resulting force demand from the longitudinal and lateral controllers are then allocated to the point mass directly if possible and if not, they are allocated in proportion to their magnitudes but limited by the available road friction. Figures 10 and 11 show results from the optimal control and the closed loop simulations using the point mass models for scenarios A and B.
From Figure 10 , it can be seen that even though the longitudinal acceleration profiles show some dissimilarity, the closed loop profile shows similar trends as the optimal. This can be explained by the fact that the closed loop control is based on a simplified path prediction which is different from the optimal as explained in Section 2.2. Additionally, the lateral control dynamics is not taken into account in the longitudinal control and these two can interfere to create a suboptimal result.
Despite the small dissimilarities seen in the longitudinal acceleration profiles, it can be seen that the velocity, course angle, path and lateral acceleration profiles match closely.
Similarly, in Figure 11 , while some dissimilarity is seen in the longitudinal acceleration profiles, the velocity profiles match much more closely. However, in this case, the course angle and the path plots diverge towards the end of the manoeuvre. This is partly due to the fact that as the vehicle speed drops, the maximum allowed course angle rate becomes very sensitive to changes in vehicle speed (ν max = a y,max /v x ). Another reason for this divergence is that the lateral control is less aggressive at lower speeds and resulting in a divergence in the lateral acceleration profiles at the end (and consequently the path and course angle as well). Table 4 shows the distance margins from the closed loop and the optimal control simulations for the two scenarios. Note that the distance margins have been normalised to the case of closed loop cases (steering) with longitudinal acceleration control. It can be seen that while the closed loop simulations don't perform as well as the optimal, addition of the longitudinal acceleration control consistently increases the distance margin (the ∆ columns). In the case of scenario B, addition of the longitudinal acceleration controller brings the closed loop performance much closer to the optimal (the ∆ row).
Integrated Controller for Robust Distance Margin Improvement
The longitudinal acceleration controller presented in Section 3 is combined with a yaw stability controller to create an integrated controller (IC) in this section. A simple electronic stability controller (ESC) is used as an example of a yaw stability controller. First, the control allocation scheme that is used to combine the longitudinal acceleration and yaw stability controllers is presented. This control allocation distributes the control inputs to best satisfy the global force and moment demands while taking into account the actuator limitations (amplitude and rate), the vehicle state (understeer/oversteer) and tyre force capacities.
The integrated controller is then implemented and tested in simulation using a gasolineelectric Volvo XC90 vehicle model in CarMaker. Three vehicle setups are considered for comparison: with ESC only (reference), with integrated controller but no propulsion allowed and lastly with the integrated controller and propulsion allowed. The results from the simulation are compared to quantify the distance margin improvement that the integrated controller can achieve in this scenario with and without propulsion.
Combining Longitudinal Acceleration and Yaw Stability Control
While the longitudinal acceleration controller improved the distance margin when used with the point mass model when it was alone, in a real car there will likely be other systems placing -possibly conflicting -demands on the tyre longitudinal forces. One such example is the electronic stability control (ESC) which brakes different wheels to stabilise the vehicle and decelerates the vehicle as a side-effect. It is necessary to ensure that the longitudinal acceleration controller can work with such systems to not only increase the distance margin, but also achieve the goals of these other systems as well. In addition, there may be other restrictions such as actuator limitations, tyre friction limit, etc. which need to be considered when distributing the tyre forces.
In order to ensure the various demands and restrictions are satisfied, control allocation is used to distribute the tyre longitudinal forces. The control allocator takes the global force and moment demands from the various controllers as inputs and distributes the tyre forces to satisfy these global demands as best as possible while taking into account the different actuator and tyre force restrictions. The control allocation has been performed using the Quadratic Programming Control Allocation Toolbox (QCAT) 2 for Simulink using the Weighted Least Squares (WLS) formulation.
In this work, only an ESC is considered for evaluation with the longitudinal acceleration controller. Note that while the actual vehicle (XC90) contains other stability systems such as rollover prevention, they are not implemented in simulation. However, the ESC has been tuned to mimic the combined overall behaviour of all the stability systems in this scenario (but only in this specific scenario) using the test results from Section 2.3. Note that the ESC implemented here is not representative of a industrialized ESC in general. The ESC is modelled using the following equations:
where, ω and ω ref are the actual and reference yaw rates respectively, I zz is the yaw moment of inertia of the vehicle, τ ω is the desired yaw response time and ω thresh is the yaw rate threshold for the activation of the ESC. The parameters τ ω and ω thresh are tuned so as to get the ESC to mimic the behaviour of the test vehicle in this specific scenario. The yaw moment target so obtained is then acted upon by the control allocator to apply braking forces on the appropriate wheel. ESC integration in the control system is needed here since ESCs are typically low level safety-critical controllers that can override other control systems. A common step taken by ESCs while stabilising the vehicle is to cut all propulsion to the wheels which as shown can be detrimental in this scenario. Switching off the ESC is not suitable since this is an on-limit scenario where rapid speed changes can destabilise the vehicle if it is not already unstable. The integrated controller presented here arbitrates between the ESC and the longitudinal acceleration controller as opposed to the ESC simply overriding other controllers.
The structure of this combined controller is shown in Figure 12 . The control allocation problem is then formulated as follows: where,
(29)
i ∈ {eng, mtr, brk,f l, brk,f r, brk,rl, brk,rr} (32)
K Fz is the weight matrix that is used in order to minimise the actuator and the tyre workload. Minimum actuator workload ensures reduced energy consumption from the actuators while minimum tyre workload ensures reduced tyre wear, improved grip and energy dissipation in the tyres. The combined actuator-tire workload can be expressed as the squared sum of the normalised actuator force at each tyre as follows:
Since the first term of the control allocation objective function (Equation (26)) serves to perform a weighted squares minimisation of the actuator forces, it can be used to minimise the actuator-tyre workload workload as well. Hence, collecting the terms together and taking the coefficients of the actuator forces in Equation (38), gives the terms of the K Fz matrix which becomes part of W u . Ideally, the tyre workload should also take into account the lateral forces at the tyres, but since F y is unknown for the tyres (and are not easy to estimate, especially when operating in the non-linear area of the tyres), we use only the longitudinal tyre force here. F ij here is the tyre force capacity of wheel ij. This is computed by taking the product of the estimated wheel load, the friction and a factor f i which is used to account for understeer/oversteer. For the front axle, this factor goes from one to zero as the vehicle begins to understeer. Similarly, for the rear axle, it goes from one to zero as the vehicle begins to oversteer.
While the K Fz matrix serves to minimise the tyre-actuator workload, it does not take into account the capabilities of the different actuators. For instance, if excess control is allocated to a slow actuator, the performance of the controller can deteriorate. To account for this, the matrix Ku is introduced. The goal of this matrix is to prioritize using faster actuators over slower ones.
The priority for the actuators is established using the K i term. K i is computed simply as the rate limit of an actuator normalised by the 2 -norm of rate limits for all actuators acting on that wheel. However, since some actuators (engine) have different rising and falling rate limtis, the root mean square (RMS) of the rising and falling rates are used as the rate limits for the actuator. Here, the subscripts eng, mtr, brk,f l, brk,f r, brk,rl and brk,rr represent the actuators engine, motor, brakes on the front left, front right, rear left and rear right respectively.
The K Fz and Ku matrices are then multiplied to yield the W u matrix that serves to minimise the tyre-actuator workload while also prioritising faster actuators to improve performance.
The W v matrix determines the trade-off between meeting the global longitudinal force target (F x,tgt ) versus the global yaw moment target (M z,tgt ). The matrix was determined by trial and error starting from an identity matrix and gradually increasing the yaw moment component until the vehicle managed to complete the manoeuvre in a stable manner with good distance margin.
Simulations show Robust Increases in Distance Margin with Integrated Control
Detail simulations were then run in CarMaker using a validated Volvo XC90 vehicle model [18] provided by Volvo Car Corporation. The driver is represented using a steering controller from [17] which is shown to work well in limit conditions. The preview parameters are tuned to yield a steering profile with characteristics similar to that seen in the experiments. Figures 13 and 14 show the simulation results for scenario A and B respectively. In each scenario, three cases are considered: first with ESC only, next with the integrated controller but using only the brakes, and finally with the integrated controller using the brakes and the propulsion actuators as well (motor and engine). In the distance margin plot, the improvements in distance margin achieved by the integrated controllers over the case with ESC only are shown. The last row shows the global force and moments demanded (greyed out plots) and applied by the controllers. For clarity, the 'ESC' case is omitted in these plots.
In Figure 13 , it can be seen that using the integrated controller with brakes only marginally increases the distance margin. Since acceleration is desirable in this scenario, the lack of propulsion severely limits the distance margin increase that can be achieved. The small distance margin increase is achieved by limiting the differential braking where In the distance margin plot, the improvements in distance margin achieved by the integrated controllers over the case with ESC only are shown. The last row shows the global force and moments demanded (greyed out plots) and applied by the controllers. For clarity, the 'ESC' case is omitted in these plots.
possible in order to reduce the deceleration side-effect from the same. This can be observed in the velocity and the longitudinal acceleration plots where the amplitudes with integrated control are marginally smaller until the obstacle is passed. The impact of the reduced differential braking on the yaw stability of the vehicle is also marginal and cannot be observed in the plots. Additionally, little difference can be seen in the steering wheel angle, lateral acceleration and yaw rates of these two cases. Additionally, the demanded and the delivered global force and moments can also be seen in the last row plots of Figure 13 . Here, the trade-off the control allocation makes between delivering the yaw moment and the not slowing the vehicle down can be seen.
When propulsion is allowed however, a significant increase in distance margin can be seen despite the vehicle taking a longer distance to complete the manoeuvre. In this case, the vehicle accelerates in order to complete the manoeuvre in a shorter time due to the faster oncoming vehicle. Note that the longitudinal force demand is not limited in this implementation and in a more real-world implementation, the acceleration allowed can be restricted, which however would also reduce the distance margin improvement that can be achieved. The increased distance margin in this case comes at the cost of reduced yaw stability and path following performance as can be seen from the side-slip and path plots respectively. This trade-off between yaw stability and distance margin can be controlled by appropriately choosing the W v matrix. The yaw rate and the steering amplitudes are reduced slightly towards the end of the manoeuvre which can be explained by the increased speed. In the global force and moment plots of Figure 13 , it can be seen that when propulsion is allowed, the trade-off between longitudinal force and yaw moment is also improved resulting in the delivered yaw moments being much closer to the demanded. The resulting control allocated to the different actuators acting on each tyre can be seen in Figure 15 . In Figure 14 (scenario B), it can be seen that even when only the brake actuators are available, the integrated control results in a big increase in the distance margin compared to the conventional ESC control. This is due to deceleration being desirable in this case for which the brake actuators are adequate. With the integrated control, a much bigger drop in speed and deceleration is seen. This in turn results in slightly higher yaw rates and steering wheel angles being required in the end due to the reduced speed. However, the reduced speed results in much improved stability (side-slip plot) and path following where the vehicle manages to return to the original lane in a shorter distance compared to the case with ESC. Note however, that the vehicle takes a longer time to complete the manoeuvre with the integrated control (see oncoming vehicle path), which however is of little consequence since the oncoming vehicle travels relatively slowly in this case.
When propulsion is allowed in this scenario, a small (but noticeable) increase in distance margin is seen. This can be attributed partly to the improved trade-off between yaw
Fx F brk Fmtr Figure 16 Actuator forces on the tyres in Scenario B moment and longitudinal force that can be achieved by the control allocation (see last row plots of Figure 14) . From the control allocation plots in Figure 16 , it can be seen that propulsion is used on the front axle even though acceleration is not desirable in this case. This is done in order to generate larger yaw moment magnitudes across the axle. This improved trade-off results in slightly improved path following and slightly higher decelerations which in turn results in the vehicle completing the manoeuvre in a shorter distance. The difference in the steering wheel angles, yaw rates, lateral acceleration and side slips are marginal compared to the case with brakes only. The distance margin plots of Figures 13 and 14 show the distance margin improvements achieved by the controllers in the two scenarios. As expected, integrated control with brakes alone can make a big difference in scenario B whereas it makes little difference in scenario A. In contrast, propulsion makes a big difference in scenario A and little in scenario B over the case with brakes only. In either case, addition of propulsion increases the benefit achievable albeit to different extents.
Lastly, preliminary simulations were run using the controller with different steering preview parameters to confirm that the controller performs robustly for different steering inputs. A more detailed analysis of the controller's performance with regards to driver interaction, steering characteristics, etc. will need be performed in the future.
Conclusions
The task of vehicle dynamic control for mitigation of collision risk with oncoming vehicles during evasive manoeuvres is considered in the present work.
An optimal control analysis of this manoeuvre highlighted the importance of speed in this particular accident scenario. The global X-distance between the host and the oncoming vehicle at the end of the manoeuvre is used as a measure of the collision risk with the oncoming vehicle and is called the distance margin. The relationship between various scenario parameters and speed through the manoeuvre to minimise collision risk was studied. A characteristic parameter was discovered which was seen to have a strong correlation to the reduction in collision risk that can be achieved by controlling the longitudinal force during the manoeuvre. The influence of speed on the distance margin in this manoeuvre was determined to be due to a trade-off between distance travelled and time duration of the manoeuvre. The duration becomes particularly important if the oncoming vehicle is travelling at a high speed relative to the host vehicle or in case of a long obstacle.
This result from the optimal control analysis was preliminarily validated in experiments conducted using a Volvo XC90 test vehicle wherein the speed was controlled manually, i.e., open-loop, by the driver. The resulting distance margins followed the trend as predicted by the optimal control results, i.e., speed increases were seen to benefit the cases where the characteristic parameter was small.
Based on the insights gained from the optimal control analysis, a closed-loop longitudinal acceleration controller is proposed. As a base check of the control strategy, this controller is first validated using a point mass model and compared to the optimal control results. This was then followed by detailed simulations in CarMaker using a validated XC90 vehicle model with an integrated controller consisting of a yaw stability controller representing a conventional ESC, and the longitudinal acceleration controller. It was seen that significant increases in distance margins could be achieved in scenario B (short obstacle) using brakes alone whereas in scenario A (long obstacle), propulsion was needed to make a big difference. It is interesting to note that, in all cases, addition of integrated control with brakes increased the distance margin over conventional ESC, and addition of propulsion increased the distance margin even further over the cases of brakes only.
In future work, further verification of the robustness of the integrated controller with respect to different types of steering inputs needs to be done. Initial results in CarMaker simulations have already shown that higher benefits in terms of distance margins are achievable when the steering effort is very high (overactive driver) or very low (inactive driver). More generally, the driver interaction aspect of the controller needs to be investigated. Full-vehicle tests with the closed-loop controller implementation are also planned for further validation of the controller performance and demonstration of the real-time capability of the proposed controller. 
